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An Isothermal Temperature Source with a Large Surface 
Area using the Metal-Etched Microwick-Inserted Vapor 

Chamber Heat Spreader 

Jeung Sang Go*, Kyung Chun Kim 
School o f  Mechanical Engineering, Pusan National University, 

30 Jangjeon-dong, Geumjeong-gu, Busan 609-735, Korea 

For  use of the thermal cycle of the biochemical fluid sample, the isothermal temperature 

source with a large surface area was designed, fabricated and its thermal characterization was 

experimentally evaluated. The comprehensive overview of the technology trend on the tempera- 

ture control devices was detailed. The large surface area isothermal temperature source was 

realized by using the vapor chamber heat spreader. The cost-effectiveness and simple manu- 

facturing process were achieved by using the metal-etched wick structure. The temperature 

distribution was quantitatively investigated by using IR temperature imaging system at equiva- 

lent temperatures to the PCR thermal cycle. The standard deviation was measured to be within 

0.7"C for each temperature cycle. This concludes that the presented isothermal temperature 

source enables no temperature gradient inside bio-sample fluid. Furthormore it can be applied 

to the cooling of the electronic devices due to its slimness and low thermal spreading resistance. 
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: Heated surface area of sample fluid 

: Characteristic length 

: Volume of sample fluid 

: Thermal resistance 

: Heat capacity of sample fluid 

: Convection heat transfer coefficient 

: Thermal conductivity of sample fluid 

: Thickness of sample fluid 

: Capil lary pressure 

: Liquid pressure drop 

: Vapor pressure drop 

: Density of sample fluid 

: Thermal time constant 

: Settling time constant 
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1. Introduction 

With the advent of the biotechnology era, the 

temperature control device has been spotlighted. 

The precise thermal cycle device has become an 

essential part of the polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) for gene diagnosis, (Mullis et al., 1994) 

and also of  a micro chemical plant for chemical 

reaction (Ehrfeld et al., 2000). The technology 

tree on thermal cycle device can be categorized 

and evaluated in viewpoint of  the thermal man- 

agement rather than control time and power con- 

sumption. 

One view point is the thermal time constant. 

For  surrounding disturbance with regard to hea- 

ting and cooling, the biochemical fluid experi- 

ences the transient heat transfer in its thermal 

environment until the temperature reaches at 

the steady state. Generally, the shorter thermal 

time constant leads to the faster response. Figure 
1 shows the schematic transient and steady state 
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Fig. 1 Transient and steady state temperature 
response 

temperature responses of sample fluid with differ- 

ent thermal time constant. To describe the transi- 

ent heat transfer, the Lumped capacitance method 

can be used. The temperature response of sample 

fluid with respect to time can be obtained from 

energy balance (Incropera and Dewitt, 1996). 

1 1 t :  (1) rt=~f (P: V:c,) = P:Cu~ ( ~--~f: ) = P:C,~ 

where p:, cp, t: and h denote the density, heat 
capacity, thickness of sample fluid and convection 

heat transfer coefficient, respectively. Vi and A :  

are the volume and the surface area of sample 

fluid. 

Since the density and the heat capacity are 

directly specified as sample fluid is decided, fast 

response can be obtained by decreasing film 

thickness and increasing the convection heat 

transfer coefficient. The miniaturized and micro- 

machined chamber PCR devices use thin film to 

obtain fast temperature cycle (Waters et al., 1998 ; 

Ross et al., 1998). Compared with fairly larger 

conventional PCR systems, film thickness can 

be decreased to hundred microns so that the 

PCR time can be proportionally reduced. The 

microchannel heat exchanger uses a high heat 

transfer coefficient (Tuckerman and Pease, 1981). 

The heat transfer coefficient is inversely pro- 

portional to the hydraulic diameter. The micro- 
channel flow-through PCR devices were fabri- 

cated to increase yield rate (Kopp et al., 1998; 

SchneegaB et al., 2001 ; Burns et al., 1998). 

Modeling of the Lumped capacitance can be 

verified by considering the Biot number, which 

is a measure of the temperature drop in sample 

fluid. 

B i =  hLc (2) 
k, 

where Lc denotes the characteristic length of 

the sample fluid and k:  denotes the thermal 

conductivity of the sample fluid. For the condi- 

tion of Bi<<0.1, a uniform temperature distri- 

bution across the sample fluid can be assumed 

reasonably. In the micromachined devices, the 

characteristic length is equal to film thickness. 

As a result, the Blot number is less than 0.1, 

indicating that the Lumped capacitance method is 

available. 

The second viewpoint is the thermal resistance. 

For the steady state heat transfer, thermal resist- 

ance is a major characteristic of a thermal system. 

Based on the Fourier's law of cooling, the thermal 

resistace of sample fluid is expressed as : 

R =  k tfnt: (3) 

However, the aforementioned micromachined 

devices face large thermal resistance due to their 

small surface area in spite of their thin film 

thickness of sample fluid. Therefore, the serious 

temperature difference within sample fluid is 

encountered. To this end, the larger heat conduc- 

tion surface area enables the micromachined dev- 

ices to have uniform temperature and faster tem- 

perature response simultaneously. However, there 

is a difficulty in obtaining an entire isothermal 

temperature surface on a large surface area. A 

heater and sensor array should be installed for 

uniform heating of large surface area and the 

feedback control of temperature and observation 

of heat spots induced by local heating. 

In this paper, a high performance isothermal 

temperature source on large surface area using 

vapor chamber heat spreader is attempted for the 

application of the thermal treatment of the DNA 

and cell. Analytically, its working principle and 

design consideration under the hydrodynamic 

constraint are detailed. Moreover the cost-effec- 

tive metal microwick-inserted temperature source 

is presented. Finally, the quantitative thermal 
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characterization of  the temperature source are 

performed at the equivalent temperatures of  the 

PCR cycle. 

2. Working Principle and Design 

The vapor chamber heat spreader has been 

developed intensively for the future cooling solu- 

tion of  a high performance computer system due 

to its low spreading thermal resistance (Take 

and Webb, 1999 ; Mehl et al., 2000). It is a clos- 

ed vacuum device containing the wick structure 

which drives capil lary pressure to circulate 

working fluid inside chamber. The heat is trans- 

ferred by the phase change of  working fluid, 

repeating evaporation and condensation con- 

tinuously. Especially, the uniform temperature 

on upper surface can be obtained by saturation 

temperature of working fluid. 

The vapor chamber heat spreader is commonly 

composed of microchannels for capillary driven 

flow and vapor flow channel (Fig. 2). For  stable 

run, the capillary pressure, APcapit, induced by 

the microwick must exceed summation of  pres- 

sure drops such as the liquid pressure drop, 

AP~,, vapor pressure drop, APv and so on. Based 

vapor 
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Hv 

liquid ! [ 
I 
i 

Fig. 2 
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Cross-sectional view of vapor chamber heat 
spreader 

on the heat pipe theory (Faghri,  1995), the hy- 

drodynamic condition is interpreted as follows : 

AP~p.> APz+ AP~ + ~2AP,,~ (4) 

The wick structure decides thermal capacity of 

the vapor chamber heat spreader. In stead of  

using conventional wick structures such as mesh 

screen wick or sintered porous metal, the metal-  

etched microwick for simple assembly and cost- 

effective manufacturing was proposed. Figure 3 

shows a SEM photograph of  the metal-etched 

wick plate of 4 0 m m × 4 0 m m .  Since the metal 

plate was etched isotropically from both sides, 

the minimum channel width possible to fabri- 

cate was confined by its thickness. The mini- 

mum width for the 110/~m-thick metal plate was 

obtained to be 150/zrn thick for liquid phase 

flow and the 100/.tm-wide wall spacing was 

considered. 

The comprehensive simulation was carried 

out to evaluate the hydraulic constraint under 

the heat input of  20 W in which the sufficient 

Fig. 3 SEM photos of the metal-etched wick struc- 
ture 
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heat was obtained for the PCR temperatures bas- 

ed on the Newton's law of cooling. The capillary 

pressure for one wick structure was calculated 

to be 278.2 Pa. The vapor pressure drop and the 

liquid pressure drop were 211Pa and 4.5 Pa, 

respectively. Therefore, the residual capillary pres- 

sure of 62.7 Pa can provide enough pumping 

pressure to drive working fluid. 

3. Fabrication and Assembly 

Figure 4 shows the schematic view of the 

vapor chamber heat source. Fabrication process 

of the vapor chamber heat spreader starts with 

making the vapor chamber housing. The metal- 

etched wick structure is just inserted into the 

vapor chamber. Then, the vapor chamber housing 

is permanently sealed with metallic welding to 

maintain vacuum state. The copper tube for feed- 

through of working fluid is fixed to the vapor 

chamber and also welded. 

The wick structure was made of stainless steel 

and the vapor chamber was made of aluminum. 

The acetone was used as working fluid, which 

has no chemical reaction to both materials. The 

fabricated vapor chamber heat spreader was a 

rectangular flat plate with size of 83 mm × 69 mm 

and the thickness of the vapor chamber was 1.67 

mm. Its total volume was measured to be 6 ml. 

The optimum amount of working fluid was 

!•ber housing 

metal-etched w i c k ~ ,  ~ ' ~  

- (~. 

feed-through tube 
Fig. 4 Configuration of the vapor chamber heat 

spreader 

charged and was frozen in liquid nitrogen. To 

remove non-condensable gases, the vapor cham- 

ber was evacuated at the level of vacuum state of 

about l0 -3 torr and then the copper feed-through 

tube was mechanically sealed. 

In this experiment, the acetone working fluid 

was charged to 30% of the total vapor chamber 

volume. By varying the charging ratio of working 

fluid, the heater temperature at the heat input of 

20 W was examined. The minimum heater tem- 

perature was obtained at the charging ratio of 30 

%. When working fluid was charged less than 30 

%, the dry-out appearred resulting in the occur- 

rence of unstable operation. When the charging 

ratio was greater than 30%, the operation was 

still stable, but the heater temperature increased 

due to thick film thickness of the working fluid 

in the microwick. 

4. Experimental Setup 

Figure 5 illustrates the test apparatus for ther- 

mal performance measurement of the isothermal 

temperature source. Electrical power was applied 

to the ceramic heater using a DC power supply 

(HP, E3620A). The size of the ceramic heater 

was l0 mm × l0 mm. The power meter (YOKO- 

GAWA, WT200) measured precise power con- 

sumption transferred to the vapor chamber heat 

spreader. Three J-type thermocouples (OMEGA, 

data acquisition IR camera system 

v a =  
chamber ~ / ~ m . ~ . i  \ .L\_ 

i,.,l . . . . .  7 ' . . . . . .  t ~  I 

heater 

power supply 
Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of instrumentation for the 

thermal measurement 
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CHAL-010) were instrumented to evaluate the 

performance of the isothermal temperature sour- 

ce. The temperature of the ceramic heater was 

measured to monitor the sudden increase in the 

temperature resulting from the dry-out. In addi- 

tion, the upper surface temperature and the am- 

bient temperature were measured to quantify 

the performance of the isothermal temperature 

source. The thermal interface material (Thermax, 

HF-60110BT) with a high thermal conductivity 

of 0.05 W / m - K  was inserted between the vapor 

chamber and the ceramic heater to minimize the 

thermal contact resistance. A data acquisition 

system (HP, 34970A) recorded temperature data. 

An IR imaging system (ThermaCam Inframetrics, 

SC 1000) investigated the temperature distribu- 

tion on the upper surface of the vapor chamber 

heat spreader. 

5. Results  and Discussion 

At the equivalent temperature of the PCR 

thermal cycle, the thermal uniformity of the vapor 

chamber heat spreader were examined. The PCR 

thermocycler repeats three steps of temperature 

cycle with denaturation of 95"C, annealing of 

55"C and extension of 72'C. To obtain such tem- 

peratures, the applied power was tuned to 18.42 

W, 6.76 W and 11.72 W, respectively. The vapor 

chamber was cooled by the natural convection 

heat transfer. Fig. 6 visualizes temperature distri- 

bution on the upper surface of the vapor chamber 

heat spreader. Even though the surface area of 

the vapor chamber heat spreader was dominantly 

large compared to the heater size, temperature 

distribution was negligible. For the quantitative 

characterization, the temperature measurement 

was carried out along the vertical and horizontal 

line at the center. As shown in Fig. 7, high per- 

formance isothermal temperature source for each 

temperature was obtained. The standard devia- 

tion was measured to be within 0.7"C. Further- 

more, it was determined that there was no tem- 

perature gradient resulting from the film conden- 

sation on the large surface area. Therefore, the 

temperature of the isothermal heat source can be 

obtained by the saturation temperature of work- 

ing fluid. 

Secondly, the transient response of the tempera- 

ture source was examined by varying the applied 

(a) For 55°C with heat input of 6.76 W 

:¢*).! 

rt~o i 

t~o~ 

(b) For 72"C with heat input of 11.72 W 

.... I . . . . . . .  ~ r " ' ~ :  .-- :------,,,. I "~  S 

(c) For 95°C with heat input of 18.42 W 

Fig. 6 Comparative graphical temperature distribut- 
ion 
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the thermocouple installed on the upper sur- 
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face. This measurement is valid since there is no 

significant temperature variation on the upper 

surface area. As shown in Fig. 8, the tempera- 

ture was kept constant after the steady state was 

reached. However long settling time was shown 

since the natural convection heat transfer was 

used in this experiment. This can be solved by 

using forced convection cooling. 

To investigate effect of the forced convection, 

the vapor chamber heat source was compared 

to the plain aluminum plate with the same 

size by measuring surface temperature distri- 

bution. Fig. 9 shows comparative temperature 

distribution under the natural convection cooling 

and the air impinging cooling of 3 m/s, respec- 

tively. In case of the vapor chamber heat source, 

temperature distribution was always kept small 

for both cases. This result also implies that the 

(b) For the forced convection heat transfer with air 
blowing of 3 m/s 

Fig. 9 Comparative temperature distribution in the 
isothermal heat source and in the plain 
aluminum plate 
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vapor chamber temperature source is very resis- 

tant to the external thermal disturbance. On the 

other hand, the temperature distribution of  the 

plain aluminum plate was changed significantly 

at air cooling. This indicates that when con- 

ventional heater array are used for temperature 

source, the heater array must be controlled in- 

dependently with feedback control from tempera- 

ture sensing. 
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must be characterized for the biochemical appli- 

cation. In addition, it is challenging to apply it 

to cooling of  slim mobile systems such as note- 

book computers and PDA, when considering the 
thickness of  the fabricated vapor chamber heat 
spreader. 
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